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 A team of explorers search for a rumored new world when they are caught in the crossfire of local feuds and rivalrous
corporations. Facing decades in a prison, the team forms an unexpected alliance with a ex-military man, who has a dangerous

plan to topple a corrupt government . This was the only novel of Clarke's to appear on the New York Times Best Seller list. Plot
The story is set in the year 2139, in the nearly uninhabitable, arid surface of the planet Mars, some 7.6 million kilometers (4.7
million miles) from Earth, where two years ago, most of the population left, except for a small fraction of the original human

colonists, and even that remnant population has dwindled to a few thousand, and now that colony is also slowly dying out. As in
the novel 2001: A Space Odyssey, the people on Mars have evolved a form of space-adapted artificial intelligence called "the

Minds." The rest of the population is found in various other Earth-colonies, the largest of which is the world of Platform.
Longtime dictator of the world of Platform, the self-styled "Empress" Rose de Lara, is the leader of the "Legions of God", a
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group that has established a tight control of the planet and its resources. Rebecca Shaw is the daughter of the late Governor of
Platform, who was a rebel during de Lara's rule. While in school, she was captured by the Empress and sent to the Asylum, a

vast prison complex in the deserts of Platform. Rebecca and a few other prisoners have become the inmates of
the Lara Chambers, a vast prison complex on the outskirts of the city of Sargaville. The band of prisoners is under the care

of Warden Akins, who is a past acquaintance of Rebecca's father. After the Governor's death,
she discovered an escaped detainee and volunteered to assist the fugitive. Now she is in charge of Sargaville, as the Empress's

favor has transferred her to Sargaville. In the south of Sargaville, there is the Barel Trading Company, a large trading company,
which is slowly losing its profit as the desert economy is failing 82157476af
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